A better undcrstunding of tropical convection, being an essential part of the global atmosphcric circulation, was considered crucial for an improvcment of weather prediction and climate modelling, the fundamental goals of the Global Atmosphcric ReseArch Programme GARP. The first major international field experiment within this programme was therefore performed in the tropics: GATE {GARP Atlantic Tropical F.xperiment) 1974. Thc basic objectives for GATE were (a) to provide a means of estimating the effects of smaller tropical weather systems on synoptic scalc circulations and (b) to facilitate the development of numerical modelling and prediction methods (ICSU, T•7MO, 1974 a, see Appendix) .
At the same time the experiment provided a unique opportunity for investigating the response of the tropical ocean to atmospheric forcing on various scales. The resulting oceanographic sub-programme was presented by SCOR/ICSU (1973) and ICSU/WMO (1~74b), the atmospheric boundary layer Sub-programme by ICSU/ItiMO (1973) (see Appendix). The oceanographic observations on the smaller scales were ~ostly performed in the Intertropical Convergcnce Zone (ITCZ) while larger scale studies were concentrated an the equatorial reqion.
The two GATE supplements to Deep-Sea Research present results on the oceanic and atmospheric boundary layers in the region in or close to the ITCZ in the eastern Atlantic (Vol. I) and in the equatJrial Atlantic (Vol. II). t1ost of the papers are based on lectures given at the SCOR/IAPSO/IAMAP "GATE Symposium on Occanography and Surface Layer Meteorology", 16-20 May 1978, in Kiel. The manuscripts had to satisfy the requirements for Deep-Sea Research and went through the usual refereeing.
In ordcr to provide some background material for the reader of the individual articles in this volume I, the basic objectives and the design of small-and mesoscale experiments will be summarized here. The atmospheric baundary layer studies at the ITCZ were supposed ta describe low-level mass and maisture convergence and vertical fluxes of sensible heat, momentum and water vapar fram the sea surface upwards. The area in the open Atlantic 1000 km south-west of the aircraft base at Dakar prescnted a satisfactory variety of disturbed and undisturbed conditions in the atmospheric boundary layer. The main emphasis in the metcorological programmes was put on idcntifying the above processes and an their parameterization for the modellinq of the tropical convection.
Most of the oceanographic investigations at the ITCZ were designed to study the response of the upper occan to atmospheric forcinry. The site and the ship array proved less than ideal for the exploratian of the aceanic boundary layer, since they lay in thc swiftly flowing Equatorial Countercurrent, which swept water through the 100 km array in three days, with the advective terrn, rather than the vertical turbulent transport term, dominating the heat budget equatian. Furthermore, significant patchiness existed in"mixed layer" salinity on a scale equivalent to less than one day's advection distance. Chances wcre therefore low of relating Eulerian time series of thcrrnohaline profiles fram individual fixed ships to one-dirnensional models of the oceanic boundary layer. The main airn of the oceanographic programme was to identify the dominant processes that distribute encrgy and mornentum in this part of the Atlantic. Spccific phenornena studied were surface and internal waves, mixed layer changes, mean current and shear, and occanic fronts at the shallow boundary layer existing in this area.
The Standard meteorological observations on the GATE ships included measurements with tethered halloans at constant levels and vertical prafilinq systems, and surface flux measurements made either on board the ship or on a nearby buoy. The oceanographic observations were made on ships by conductivity -temperaturedepth profiling devices, water samplers with revcrsing thermometers, mechanical or expendable bathythermographs and current profiling sondes. Hoored buoy systems were used to obtain surface rncteorolosical Observations and upper ocean currents and temperature. These measurements on fixed position were supplemented hy mobile ship observations with towed devices scanning the upper ocean and hy additional Special Observations of individual research ryroups. A detailed summary of the field phase Operations is presented in ICSU, t-1110 (1975) (see Appendix). Furtherdetails ansame of the more specialized measurements can be faund in several of the following articles. 
